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finding a cosmopolitan literature, the student of the
nineteenth century is faced with an enormous con-
geries of different national literatures and different
tastes. We all know—to mention only the most
conspicuous example—the splendid reaction of
romanticism on the literature of the Scandinavian
North.
Romanticism then was really hostile and destructive
to literary cosmopolitanism in the old sense; in the
era of steam and electricity, the peoples of Europe
were spiritually and intellectually less united than in
the age of lumbering stage-coaches and uncertain
and costly posts. Romanticism meant individualism,
and individualism meant the break-up of the literary
cosmopolitanism of the eighteenth century. Every
people went its own way, thought its own thoughts,
gave its own form to its conception of poetic beauty.
Thus the nineteenth centuty, the most romantic
century in the whole history of our race, is, at the
same time, the least cosmopolitan. Nor do we find
any essential change late in the century, when common
European spiritual movements—the pessimism of
the mid-century, the realism of the later century—
imposed themselves upon literature; for these
things, took on very uncosmopolitan forms in the
different literatures.
What the future may have in store for us, it would
be unwise to try to prophesy. Perhaps the eternal
cycle in human things, which the Italian philosopher
Vico taught two hundred years ago, and Nietzsche in
our own time, may once more restore to the peoples of
Europe that community of thought which they knew
in the thirteenth century and again in the eighteenth.
I doubt it. Once the nations have tasted freedom,
it is difficult to see how they can go back to enthral-
ment under un-national ideals.
I think it is, in any case, better to take things as
they are, and to see if we cannot discover a new
basis for the conception of literary cosmopolitanism.

